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Abstract

Aims To assess the preventability and clinical context of adverse events identified in
New Zealand public hospitals.

Methods Two-stage retrospective review of 6579 medical records randomly sampled
from admissions for 1998 in 13 generalist hospitals providing acute care. Initial
screening and medical review according to a standardised protocol.

Results  Eight hundred and fifty adverse events were identified, of which over one
third (315) were preventable to a significant degree. Preventability of events increased
with age of patient, and was more characteristic of certain diagnostic categories. Half
of all events (413/850) were both preventable and occurred in hospital, giving an
occurrence rate of 6.3%. This rate increased with patient age, as did impact on
patients and extended stay. There were also variations by diagnostic category. Over
half of the events were associated with surgery (489) and one third with medicine
(303); operative incidents were predominant in the former, drug-related in the latter,
and system issues in both. Events in medicine had greater patient impact, and were
less likely to have occurred in a public hospital. System errors featured prominently as
an area for prevention, being associated with nearly half of all preventable in-hospital
events. Consultation and education were also important, resources less so.

Conclusions  Preventable adverse events have a major impact on patient outcomes
and extended hospital stay. A substantial proportion of these are system related and,
hence, in principle susceptible to quality improvement.

The subject of patient safety has received increasing attention in New Zealand. Thus,
a number of public inquiries into hospital care have highlighted quality issues, most
recently at Christchurch and Gisborne hospitals.1,2 Furthermore, in the 1990s the
Ministry of Health investigated the introduction of various indicators of the safety
performance of hospitals, such as a risk-adjusted mortality, readmission and
complication indices.3 Despite the evident activity of public authorities, however,
there has – with some notable exceptions4 – been little systematic research in this
area.

An important advance has been the development of standardised procedures capable
of eliciting from the audit of medical records a generic patient safety outcome – the
adverse event – that has reasonable measurement properties, is susceptible to
epidemiological analysis, and has clinical relevance.5 A further development has been
the increasing application of these standardised procedures within a quality, rather
than a medicolegal, framework. With this evolution of available methodology and
focus has come greater interest in the causation and preventability of adverse events.6
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In recently published work the application of this standardised methodology to
hospital admissions in New Zealand public hospitals demonstrated that 12.9% (850
from 6579 admissions) were associated with an adverse event.4 The objective of the
current investigation is to assess these same adverse events as to their preventability,
with a special focus on incidents of ‘in-hospital’ origin. As further assistance to the
determination of causation, information is provided on the broad clinical context of
adverse events. As in the previous publication in this series, only qualitative and
indicative judgements are made from the data.

Methods
The survey population was defined as all patients admitted in calendar year 1998 to 20 general
hospitals with more than 100 beds (excluding day, psychiatric and rehabilitation-only cases). A random
sample of 13 hospitals was then selected following stratification by hospital type and geographical
area. The sampling frame for each hospital was a list of all eligible admissions in that hospital, ordered
by admission date. Approximately 575 admissions were randomly selected from each hospital,
resulting in 6579 medical records for assessment. Experienced and specially trained nurse screeners
and physician reviewers, using a standardised protocol, then carried out a two-stage retrospective
review of those records. Data collection took place over a period of three weeks at each hospital.
Detailed information on the sample design, availability of routine administrative data, and method of
primary data collection is reported in an earlier paper.4

The degree to which adverse events could be judged to be preventable was a key aspect of this study.
Preventability, and possible means of preventing recurrence, were assessed by medical reviewers. A
structured set of ten preparatory questions was designed to assist reviewers in this task. The questions
were based on: consensus (ie, wide professional acceptance, about diagnosis and treatment); case
complexity; appropriateness of management; comorbidity; and urgency and risk of management.7

Definitions An adverse event (AE) was operationally defined as (1) an unintended injury, (2) resulting
in disability, and (3) caused by healthcare management rather than the underlying disease process.
Each of these criteria needed to be fulfilled. To be included in the study an AE had to be related to, or
have occurred during, the sampled admission. An AE that occurred during the sampled admission was
defined to be an ‘in-hospital’ event. An AE that occurred, for example, in a community setting and
resulted in the sampled admission was defined as an ‘outside-hospital’ event.
Disability was defined as temporary, lasting up to a year, or permanent impairment of function, or
death. The level of disability was assessed from details documented in the medical record.
Preventability of an AE was assessed as an error in healthcare management due to failure to follow
accepted practice at an individual or system level.
In assessing impact on patients of AEs, three criteria are drawn upon in the tables that follow:
proportion of hospital stay affected; extra bed days attributable to the AE; and effect on patient health
status (for example, permanent disability or death).
‘System’ was defined in two different contexts according to the study protocol. First, an AE was
classified into ‘clinical areas’, including whether it was a result of ‘system error’ (ie, due to
inadequacies of equipment/supplies, communication, training/supervision, staffing, scheduling, or
functioning of hospital services; or to lack of or failure to implement a protocol). Second, in relation to
areas in which effort could be directed to prevent AE recurrence, ‘system areas’ encompassed
policies/protocols, information and communication issues, and organisation management/culture.

Results
Information on the attribution of preventability to AEs by medical reviewers is
outlined in Table 1. For nearly 40% of cases reviewers could detect no evidence of
preventability. For over one third of events, however, the judgement of preventabilty
was greater than 50:50. Examples of synthetic cases of varying preventability are
provided in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Adverse events (AEs): attribution of preventability

Preventability score Preventability level n %
1
2
3
4
5
6

Virtually no evidence
Slight to modest evidence
Close call, <50:50
Close call, >50:50
Moderate/strong evidence
Virtually certain evidence

None
Low
Low
High
High
High

319
143
73
135
132
48

37.5
16.8
8.6
15.9
15.5
5.6

All AEs 850 100

Figure 1. Examples of high- and low-preventability adverse events

Example of outside-hospital adverse event with high preventability

A fit, elderly man presented with blood in his urine. For 3 years had been on warfarin anticoagulant
for his heart condition and blood tests to monitor the dose; had been stable. The admission test
showed marked loss of clotting ability, INR* over 20. It was found that he had been prescribed his
usual dose of warfarin 4 x 1 mg tablets daily, but dispensed as 4 x 5 mg tablets daily. Problem settled
with temporary withdrawal of warfarin; there were no longer term consequences.

Adverse event = medication dispensing error
Preventability = high
Disability = low, 3 days in hospital

Example of in-hospital adverse event with low preventability

A 40-year-old woman with heavy vaginal bleeding, not responding to medication, had an elective
vaginal hysterectomy with appropriate antibiotic cover. At 10 days post-operation she developed
pelvic pain and fever, ultrasound showed a collection; assumed to be abscess, treated with
intravenous antibiotic.

Adverse event = complication of medicated operation
Preventability = low, no additional preventive strategy identified
Disability = moderate (recovery in 1 to 12 months)

Example of in-hospital adverse event with high preventability

A known substance abuser with recent history of self-harm was admitted to hospital with pneumonia.
A 24-hour watch was ordered, but not supplied. On day 2 the patient walked out of hospital and
attempted suicide. He was returned to hospital and transferred to Psychiatry when pneumonia settled.

Adverse event = system failure
Preventability = high
Disability = low

*INR = international normalised ratio; this is a test for fine-tuning warfarin dose

Taking ‘greater than 50:50’ as the study measure of preventability (termed ‘high
preventability’), Table 2 examines the demographic and clinical distribution of
preventable AEs. While the occurrence of preventable AEs appeared to be higher for
older patients, for cases arising outside a public hospital, and for certain diagnostic
categories, these differences were not striking, and there seemed to be little systematic
variation by gender, ethnic group, or deprivation of area of residence.
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Table 2. High preventability of adverse events (AEs), by age group, gender,
ethnic group, area deprivation score, major diagnostic category (MDC), and
location of occurrence

Patient characteristics (n) High preventability*
(%)

Age group
0–14 (102)
15–29 (104)
30–44 (129)
45–64 (169)
65+ (346)

28.4
36.5
35.7
36.7
40.5

Gender
Male (380)
Female (470)

38.4
36.0

Ethnic group
European (626)
Maori (135)
Pacific (32)
Other (57)

37.2
34.8
40.6
38.6

Area deprivation score (quintiles)†

1 (96)
2 (128)
3 (185)
4 (207)
5 (227)

37.5
43.0
38.9
31.9
37.4

MDC‡

Digestive system (99)
Skin, tissue (33)
Respiratory system (51)
Circulatory system (115)
Nervous system (42)
Kidney and urinary tract (42)
Musculoskeletal system (150)
Injuries, poisonings and drugs (55)
Pregnancy, childbirth (56)
Newborns/neonates (34)
Other (remaining 15 MDCs) (173)

49.5
48.5
47.1
41.7
35.7
35.7
32.0
29.1
19.6
11.8
39.9

Location of occurrence
Inside public hospital (683)
Outside public hospital (167)

34.9
46.1

All AEs (850) 37.1% (315/850)
*preventability score 4 to 6
†NZDep96 quintiles were derived from patient domicile codes as a measure of residential area
deprivation; quintile 5 represents the highest level of deprivation; 7 cases could not be coded
‡principal diagnosis was classified according to 25 Major Diagnostic Categories (MDCs) derived from
Australian AN-DRG 3.1; ordered according to % high preventability

In order to provide more focus for the analysis of preventability and causation, in
Table 3 the data set is restricted to those events that occurred in hospital and that were
preventable (ie, any evidence of preventability). The number of events in the analysis
approximately halved – from 850 to 413 – producing an occurrence rate of 6.3%. This
rate appeared to increase with age, as did the impact of these events (longer hospital
stay and higher levels of permanent disability and death). Variations in occurrence
and impact were evident by diagnostic category, although these were not notably
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consistent across criteria. Thus injuries had high event occurrence, but relatively low
impact. The major diagnostic categories of digestive, kidney and urinary, respiratory,
and nervous system had high impact on patient outcome, but no consistent level of
effect on either event occurrence or extended hospital stay.

Table 3. Occurrence and impact of preventable in-hospital adverse event (AE)
rates, by age group and major diagnostic category (MDC)

Patient characteristics (n) AE rate*
(%)

Permanent
disability or death

(%)

Attributable bed
days per AE†

(mean)
Age group
0–14 (44)
15–29 (53)
30–44 (65)
45–64 (92)
65+ (159)

3.3
4.9
6.5
7.8
8.1

9.1
0

9.2
18.5
18.9

16.2
4.4
6.2
10.7
12.1

MDC‡
Injuries, poisonings and drugs (28)
Musculoskeletal system (71)
Digestive system (60)
Kidney and urinary tract (19)
Circulatory system (52)
Skin, tissue (15)
Respiratory system (31)
Nervous system (18)
Pregnancy, childbirth (21)
Newborns/neonates (12)
Other (remaining 15 MDCs) (86)

13.1
9.6
9.0
7.8
5.9
5.9
5.5
4.2
2.9
2.5
6.3

3.6
14.1
23.3
21.1
15.4

0
22.6
27.8

0
0

9.3

9.6
10.4
18.6
13.5
9.8
8.7
7.3
11.9
2.8
6.0
7.8

All AEs (413) 6.3%
(413/6579)

13.8%
(57/413)

10.3
(408)

*AEs that occurred inside public hospital, preventability score 2 to 6
†extra bed days associated with an adverse event that were spent in the study hospital during one or
more admissions; 5 cases had missing data
‡principal diagnosis was classified according to 25 Major Diagnostic Categories (MDCs) derived from
Australian AN-DRG 3.1; ordered according to AE rate

The issue of clinical context is taken up in more detail in Table 4, with AEs broadly
classified by both clinical area and specialty. Furthermore, greater focus on aetiology
is provided by presenting analysis of preventable in-hospital events as well. Data on
AE ‘mentions’ – including instances in which more than one area was affected – are
also addressed.

Considering first the distribution of AEs by specialty, about 60% were associated with
surgery, both for all events and for those classified as ‘preventable in-hospital’. Most
events were classified in either medicine or surgery. Operative and system event
mentions were typical of surgery, while system and drugs were characteristic of
medicine. However, medicine had a wider range of affected areas, with therapy,
diagnosis and procedure also identified. Overall, both for all events and for those
classified as preventable in-hospital, operative and system areas were most frequently
mentioned. However, compared with all AEs, system problems were more prominent
for the in-hospital analysis, as were errors in therapy and diagnosis.
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Table 4. Distribution of all adverse events (AEs) and preventable in-hospital
AEs: clinical areas by specialty

SpecialtyClinical area* (n)
Surgery†

(%)
Medicine‡

(%)
Other§

(%)

All mentions¦

(%)

All AEs (850)
Operative (258)
System (254)
Drug (130)
Therapy (89)
Diagnosis (85)
Procedure (82)
Other (162)

42.4
20.6
2.4
6.6
6.0
4.6

17.4

0.8
26.1
30.0
11.9
12.1
13.7
5.4

4.9
38.3

0
4.9
2.5
2.5

46.9

24.3
24.0
12.3
8.4
8.0
7.7

15.3
All clinical areas % (n) 100 100 100 100 (1060)
All AEs % (n) 57.5 (489) 35.7 (303) 6.8 (58) 100 (850)
Preventable in-hospital AEs (413)¶

Operative (117)
System (194)
Drug (43)
Therapy (62)
Diagnosis (66)
Procedure (38)
Other (57)

31.7
31.2
2.0

10.2
8.5
4.8

11.6

1.0
35.2
18.7
13.0
18.1
10.4
3.6

9.7
51.6

0
3.2
3.2
3.2

29.0

20.3
33.6
7.5

10.7
11.4
6.6
9.9

All clinical areas % (n) 100 100 100 100 (577)
All AEs % (n) 62.5 (258) 32.9 (136) 4.6 (19) 100 (413)

*operative = related to an operation or occurred during the 30-day post-operative period; system =
defective equipment or supplies, equipment or supplies not available, inadequate reporting or
communication, inadequate training or supervision of doctor/other personnel, delay in provision or
scheduling of services, inadequate staffing, inadequate functioning of hospital services, no
protocol/failure to implement protocol or plan, other; therapy = correct diagnosis but inappropriate or
delayed treatment; other = falls, fractures, obstetrics, neonatal, or anaesthesia
†includes all surgical specialties plus anaesthiology and obstetrics
‡includes all medical specialties plus psychiatry and paediatrics
§includes dentistry/oral surgery, dietary, hospital physical plant, midwifery, nursing, pharmacy,
occupational therapy, podiatry, transportation support services, speech/language therapy
¦ a ‘mention’ refers to an instance where a reviewer identified a particular clinical area. Clinical areas
are mutually exclusive except that ‘system’ may be identified alone or in addition. Note that the total
number of mentions is greater than the total of AEs
¶AEs that occurred inside public hospital, preventability score 2 to 6

Table 5 assesses impact – as reflected in patient outcome and extended stay in
hospital – preventability and location, by specialty and clinical area. Considering all
AEs by specialty, incidents in medicine tended to have a greater impact on patient
outcomes, and were also more preventable. Compared with surgery, however, a much
lower proportion of these took place in a public hospital. For preventable in-hospital
events, a similar impact profile to that for all AEs was evident.

In the case of clinical area, system issues were rated highly preventable for all events,
while operative incidents were not. It should be noted that only about one half of
drug-related events occurred inside a public hospital. There was, however, no marked
pattern of impact by clinical area. For preventable in-hospital events, operative
incidents had a higher than average impact on patient outcomes, although not
markedly so for attributable bed days.
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Table 5. Impact, preventability, and location of occurrence of adverse events
(AEs), by specialty and clinical area

Permanent
disability or
death (%)

Attributable
bed days per
AE* (mean)

High
preventability†

(%)

Inside public
hospital (%)

All AEs (n = 850)

Specialty (n)
Surgery (489)
Medicine (303)
Other (58)
Clinical area‡ (n)
Operative (258)
Drug-Related (130)
System (254)
Other (418)

12.1
18.5
15.5

15.9
12.3
16.1
14.8

8.8
9.9
10.3

10.7
7.8
9.7
9.3

30.1
46.2
48.3

15.9
43.9
70.5
46.2

93.7
65.7
44.8

93.4
53.4
80.3
80.6

All areas 14.5%
(123/850)

9.3
(839)

37.1%
(315/850)

80.4%
(683/850)

Preventable in-hospital AEs
(n=413)§

Specialty (n)
Surgery (258)
Medicine (136)
Other (19)
Clinical area‡ (n)
Operative (117)
Drug-Related (43)
System (194)
Other (223)

12.8
17.7

0

18.0
9.3
13.9
13.5

10.0
11.2
9.2

11.9
7.3
8.9
10.8

All areas 13.8%
(57/413)

10.3
(408)

*extra bed days associated with an adverse event that were spent in the study hospital during one or
more admissions (11 and 5 cases respectively had missing data)
†preventability score 4 to 6
‡system may be identified alone or in addition to another clinical area
§AEs that occurred inside public hospital, preventability score 2 to 6

The potential for prevention is an essential aspect of the assessment of the
preventability of AEs. This was determined by study reviewers considering likely
‘areas of effort’ for preventing the recurrence of incidents, and these data are reported
in Table 6. Alongside these areas are considered impact, preventability, and location.
Nearly one third of all events were seen as having a system component, followed by
deficiencies in consultation with colleagues, and education. In the case of preventable
in-hospital events, nearly one half were affected by system issues.

On impact criteria, only ‘consultation’ stood out for patient outcomes, and problems
with ‘resources’ for extended stay. This was the case both for all events and for
preventable in-hospital incidents. For all events, most areas of effort showed high
levels of preventability and occurred inside a public hospital.
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Table 6. Prevention of recurrence of all adverse events (AEs) and preventable in-
hospital AEs: areas of effort by impact and preventability

Area of effort* (n) All AEs
(%)

Permanent
disability or
death (%)

Attributable
bed days†

(mean)

High
preventability‡

(%)

Inside public
hospital

(%)
All AEs (850)
System (262)
Consultation (182)
Education (153)
Resources (84)
Quality assurance (59)
Other (109)

30.8
21.4
18.0
9.9
6.9
12.8

15.7
20.3
13.1
15.5
11.9
15.6

10.9
11.1
8.8
16.6
6.7
9.7

63.0
69.2
75.8
53.6
67.8
48.6

77.5
80.8
73.2
75.0
86.4
86.2

All areas 14.5%
(123/850)

9.3
(839)

37.1%
(315/850)

80.4%
(683/850)

Preventable in-
hospital AEs (413)§

System (203)
Consultation (147)
Education (112)
Resources (63)
Quality assurance (51)
Other (90)

49.2
35.6
27.1
15.3
12.4
21.8

13.8
21.8
13.4
15.9
13.7
14.4

10.2
12.2
9.4
16.6
6.5
9.5

All areas 13.8%
(57/413)

10.3
(408)

*the percentage for each area is the percentage of all AEs; more than one area could be identified so the
percentages do not add to 100%; system = policies/protocols, access to or transfer of information,
communication, discharge procedures/protocols, organisation management/culture, record-keeping,
other; consultation = with specialists or peers; resources = personnel, equipment/other physical
resources, other
†extra bed days associated with an adverse event that were spent in the study hospital during one or
more admissions (11 and 5 cases respectively had missing data)
‡preventability score 4 to 6
§AEs that occurred inside public hospital, preventability score 2 to 6

Discussion
Nearly 40% of AEs identified in admissions records to public hospitals in New
Zealand were judged by study reviewers to be associated with a significant degree of
preventability (Table 1). This result is consistent with findings for the United States
(27.6%),8 Australia (51%),9 and the United Kingdom (48%).10 Of all sampled
admissions, 6.3% were associated with preventable events of in-hospital origin, a
level approximately half that of the overall rate of occurrence (12.9%).

Older patients suffered more highly preventable events, a higher rate of preventable
in-hospital AEs, and experienced a greater level of impact – as reflected in permanent
disability or death and in extended hospital stay (Tables 2 and 3). High preventability
– and preventable in-hospital event rates – also varied by diagnostic category, as did
patient impact. The vulnerability of older patients to preventable AEs has been
confirmed in a number of studies internationally. In the United States a comparator
study determined that proportionately more hospitalised elderly patients experienced
preventable AEs, and experienced permanent disability or death as a result, than did
the non-elderly.11 More generally, medical injuries were more common and more
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often preventable among elderly hospitalised patients (of 65 years and over) than in
younger patients.12 Although increasing age was a factor in the proportion of
admissions resulting in serious disability or death in the QAHCS (Quality in
Australian Health Care Study), the proportion of AEs with high preventabililty was
not strongly associated with age.9 In a British study of hospital patients, those with
AEs were older than patients who did not experience an AE.10

The majority of all AEs occurred in surgery. These were predominantly operative,
were generally less preventable, and had lower impact than events in medicine, and
they occurred almost exclusively inside public hospitals. Over one third of events
were in medicine. Many of these were drug related, but therapy and diagnosis were
also implicated. These events had greater impact, were more preventable, and a higher
proportion occurred outside a public hospital than events in surgery (Tables 4 and 5).

These results are consistent with the findings from the QAHCS,9 in which the
majority of AEs occurred in surgery, with half of these being operative, and such
events being less preventable and associated with lower impact. The converse held for
AEs in medicine, among which a high proportion (nearly 16%) occurred outside
hospital. A similar pattern was apparent in research in the UK, where the majority of
AEs detected were in surgery (and orthopaedics), were less preventable, but led to
more extra bed days in hospital.10 The findings from the US studies also supported
these results: most AEs occurred in surgery, were mainly operative, had lesser impact,
and were less preventable than those occurring in medicine (where adverse drug
events were predominant).13,14

System-related issues were an important clinical area common to both surgery and
medicine in this investigation. These showed high levels of preventability. They were
also reflected in the assessments of prevention of recurrence, where one third of all
events and half of preventable in-hospital incidents were judged to have system
involvement (Table 6). In the Australian study, system errors produced higher
proportions of AEs with permanent disability and high preventability, and were
responsible for 16% of all events.9 Similarly, in the Harvard Medical Practice Study,
one third of the AEs due to negligent care, and a similar proportion associated with
severe disability, were linked to systems and related problems.14

The strengths and limitations of the general methodology being applied in this study
have been discussed elsewhere.4,7 It should also be noted that, despite the
demonstrated weakness of the study instrument in measuring AE rates,15 there were
consistency and plausibility in key areas. Thus, reviewers were more likely to
attribute preventability to events that were judged to show relative professional
consensus, inappropriate management, substantial deviation from accepted
management, or lack of acceptability of treatment; all conditions plausibly related to
the assessment of preventability.7

The results of the investigation reported here establish that a significant proportion of
admissions to public hospitals in New Zealand are associated with preventable AEs,
that about half of these have their origins inside hospital, and that a high proportion
are system related. This indicates that the issue of medical error is as significant in
hospital practice in New Zealand as it is elsewhere. The substantial costs of such
incidents have since been quantified.16
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While the study establishes the epidemiology and impact of preventable AEs in New
Zealand public hospitals, it provides only an initial indication of required remedial
action, and the judgements from the data have been qualitative rather than definitive.
Thus, in assessing the prevention of recurrence, study reviewers identified as potential
areas for improvement ‘system’ factors, followed in importance by the need for
consultation with colleagues, and also for education. Clearly, such judgements are
indicative only, and more focused investigations are required in order to better
identify the potential for quality improvement. An area in which substantial progress
has been made internationally is in reducing adverse drug events.17 Infection control
is another area of considerable potential, where the impact of hospital-acquired
infections can be assessed for further development of preventive and control
strategies. Various studies report that nosocomial infections are common and are
associated with substantial morbidity, high costs,18,19 and mortality.20 There is
potential here for research to reduce in-hospital AEs.

In summary, just over 5% of admissions to public hospitals in New Zealand are
associated with a preventable AE of in-hospital origin. This study establishes a
baseline and provides indications of the potential for quality improvement, but few
clear-cut signposts for intervention. Nevertheless, older patients are an area of
obvious concern, as is the potential for reducing AEs occurring outside hospitals.
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